POWER TRIP
Feel better…Guaranteed!
We are so confident you will feel better after taking POWER TRIP for 30 days that we guarantee
success, or we will give you your money back. Our promise to you: Take POWER TRIP for 30
consecutive days. If you do not notice improvements in energy, weight loss, or sexual health,
bring in the empty container with your receipt for a full refund.

WHAT IT IS:


Synergistic blend of nutrients for guaranteed health enhancement



Powerful anti-aging properties



Backed by clinical research

WHY YOU NEED IT:


Supports patients needing healthy energy levels



Good for patients with mental fatigue



Formulated for patients looking for healthy sexual performance



Targets patients with slow metabolism



Important for patients wanting accelerated weight loss



Addresses concerns for normal blood pressure, blood sugar



Great for patients hoping to retard the aging process

To understand why you need POWER TRIP, you need to understand why the human body
ages.
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The most common complaints of aging and the most common human diseases are the result of
accumulated waste in our cells and the accumulation of environmental toxins which get into our
bodies by tainted air, water and food.
The accumulation of these toxins (both natural and man-made) directly damage the
mitochondria (our cellular batteries). Like a flashlight with waning batteries, the light becomes
dimmer until the last bit of battery energy is used, and the flashlight goes dark.
So it is with the mitochondria in our cells. As the number of mitochondria is reduced over time,
our bodies’ cells lose power and eventually stop working (die). This is one of the core principles
of aging and disease.
If you are tired (mentally or physically), have a slow metabolism, have atherosclerosis (heart
disease, hardening of the arteries, TIAs[mini-strokes], aneurysms), borderline or full-blown
diabetes, high blood pressure, erectile dysfunction, loss of muscle mass, experience nerve
problems (numbness, burning, tingling), accelerated skin wrinkling or creping, or want to fight
the aging process then you must replace as many mitochondria as you can… as quickly as you
can.

HOW IT HELPS:
POWER TRIP works for patients looking to boost the number and function of cellular
mitochondria. Mitochondria are the batteries that power every cell in our bodies, and hence
power the whole body.
As we age, each cell slowly loses mitochondria and hence the energy of the cell starts to wane.
We feel this effect as fatigue and a slowing metabolism. The process of mitochondrial loss
occurs because of environmental damage which destroys mitochondria over time. The chief
chemical process that causes this damage is called oxidation.
Oxidative damage attacks proteins and fats in each cell and this creates cellular garbage that
can build up inside both the cell and mitochondria. Because the mitochondrial are tiny
compared the size of the cells that house them, it takes less “garbage” to build up and kill a
mitochondria.
Scientists have thought that humans can prevent the ravages of oxidation by taking anti-oxidant
vitamins such as vitamins C, E and beta-carotene. However, reducing oxidative damage with
mega-doses of anti-oxidant vitamins has proven to be beyond the reach of vitamin
supplementation. So huge are the mega-doses of vitamins that are required to protect the
mitochondria and so significant is the oxidative damage that we have not been able to match
the required vitamins with the severity of oxidative destruction.
Science has proven that if we can keep more mitochondrial in a cell working, we can keep that
cell alive and thriving. As long as the mitochondria are strong in both number and function, we
can dramatically affect the loss of mitochondria in the cells that cause the aging and eventual
death of cells, and ourselves.
Researchers have now solved the problem of mitochondrial loss with “cellular engineering.”
This process is called “mitochondrial biogenesis,” the creation of new mitochondria to replace
those that have been destroyed…keeping cells (and you) alive.
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Previously, the only way to slow down the loss of mitochondria was to slow down total body
metabolism via starvation. When researchers significantly underfeed mice, they can triple their
lifespan (but what a way to live!). Recently, scientists have discovered how to create the same
effect with nutritional supplementation. Many human studies have also been conducted, and
the same science that dramatically reduces the aging in mice also works for humans.
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